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Abstract: Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) have emerged as a viable paradigm for creating dynamic communication between mobile nodes in the absence of a permanent infrastructure. However, since MANETs are inherently decentralized and self-organizing, they are vulnerable to a variety of security concerns, especially when hostile nodes seek to interrupt communication and undermine network operations. As a consequence, developing efficient and robust routing protocols is critical to ensuring dependable and secure data transmission in MANETs. This review study gives an in-depth look into Reputation-Based Opportunistic Routing Protocols (RORPs), which use Q-Learning methods to improve MANET resistance against malicious node assaults. We provide a thorough study of current RORPs, delving into their core design ideas, underlying processes, and comparative performance evaluations. We begin with a comprehensive introduction to the fundamental concepts, issues, and security risks associated with MANETs. Following that, we explore the concepts of reputation-based routing, emphasizing the need of reputation management in discriminating between malicious and genuine nodes. The review then goes into further detail on the incorporation of Q-Learning methods into RORPs, emphasizing on how reinforcement learning mechanisms may adaptively change routing choices depending on the developing network state and the dynamic reputations of participating nodes. This article reviews 38 research papers of opportunistic routing protocol and explores the potential of computer-assisted methods for MANET. We next divide the studied RORPs into categories depending on their approach to reputation computation, learning algorithms, and cooperative enforcement methods. Furthermore, we analyze their strengths and weaknesses in terms of resilience to different sorts of attacks, as well as their influence on network performance measures including packet delivery ratio, end-to-end latency, and throughput.
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1. Introduction

MANETs have evolved as a flexible and self-organizing communication paradigm, allowing nodes to build dynamic, ad-hoc connections without depending on any permanent infrastructure [1-3]. These networks find use in a variety of contexts, including military operations, disaster response, distant places, and IoT installations, when standard network infrastructure is prohibitive or impossible to create [4-9]. However, since MANETs are decentralized and open, they are exposed to a variety of security risks and issues [10]. The existence of malicious nodes, which may purposefully disrupt network operations, jeopardize data integrity, and degrade network performance, is one of the main difficulties that MANETs confront [11]. Malicious nodes may drop, change, or forge packets, execute denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, and impersonate genuine nodes. Such malicious conduct may have a significant impact on overall network stability, resulting in communication failures and decreased efficiency [12-15].

MANETs have developed as a flexible and efficient communication paradigm, enabling nodes to construct dynamic, self-configuring, and transitory networks without the requirement for a permanent infrastructure [16-19]. These networks are used in a variety of settings, including disaster recovery, military deployments, vehicle networks, and IoT environments [20]. However, the decentralized structure of MANETs makes them subject to security risks and assaults, particularly when rogue nodes intentionally disrupt communication and affect network performance [21-25]. Malicious nodes in MANETs may use a variety of disruptive strategies to intercept, alter, or discard data packets, such as blackhole attacks, wormhole attacks, Sybil attacks, and selective forwarding [26-27]. These assaults may have serious effects, such as a breakdown in
communication, data loss, and the interruption of key services. To provide efficient and reliable communication in the presence of hostile nodes, strong and secure routing protocols must be designed [28-31]. Reputation-based routing has emerged as a viable strategy for improving MANET resistance against such assaults. Reputation-based routing algorithms may identify trustworthy nodes for data forwarding while avoiding hostile or uncooperative nodes by preserving and assessing the reputation of individual nodes based on their prior behavior [32-35]. This idea of “trustworthiness” is critical for encouraging network node cooperation and self-regulation. This study presents a new Reputation-Based Opportunistic Routing Protocol (RORP) that uses Q-Learning methods to improve the efficiency and flexibility of reputation-based routing in the setting of MANETs targeted by malicious nodes [36]. Q-Learning is a reinforcement learning method that allows nodes to learn from their prior experiences and alter their routing choices depending on the observed rewards and penalties for various activities [37]. RORP aims to provide an intelligent and adaptive routing system capable of dynamically determining the optimum routes while protecting against malicious entities by integrating reputation management with Q-Learning [38].

2. Background Study

2.1 Survey on opportunistic routing protocol

A. Afadh et al. (2022) the method used by these writers makes advantage of a traffic model's freedom of movement, maximum speed, and junction rules. This method provides the attack detection rate in relation to traffic density in an ITS-V2X deployment zone by comparing the prevalent speed with the estimated approximation speed of a realistic traffic model. The ability to identify attackers may improve if models at different scales are combined.

A. U. Khan et al. (2021) AODV protocols were overwhelmed by network layer routing assaults. AODV has a smaller energy footprint when under attack since it utilizes fewer control packets and only involves chosen nodes. The disruption produced by network layer attacks reduces AODV’s packet delivery capabilities. It was critical to safeguard the network against intrusion in order to deliver the best communication services available. AODV needs a security method to secure critical information and applications. To build a secure system, the author must first investigate how the network reacts to attacks.

B. S. Rani and K. Shyamala et al. (2023) the trust-based Secure EELB-AOMDV protocol may identify an ongoing Blackhole attack and redirect traffic around a compromised node. The protocol utilizes all accessible paths and distributes traffic among them equally. As additional nodes were added, performance parameters like as PDR, throughput, routing overhead, and energy use all increase by double digit percentages. When compared to the AOMDV protocol, it achieves a 35.71% increase in PDR, a 40.48% increase in throughput, a 26.32% rise in routing overhead, and a 0.0016% increase in energy use as packet count increases. However, EED increases as a consequence, since calculating the TV of surrounding nodes during packet forwarding and reception adds time and energy consumption.

B. V. Sherif and P. Salini et al. (2021) a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) was a wirelessly connected network of autonomous mobile nodes that configure and function independently of any centralized authority. MANET has become more viable as a result of the growth of high-powered mobile devices and advancements in wireless technology. Because of their mobile nature, MANETs were particularly vulnerable to attacks, which may have a severe influence on network efficiency. To improve MANET performance, researchers must concentrate on developing novel methods for detecting and mitigating threats. As a result, while developing attack detection algorithms, environment adaptive features should be combined with machine learning.

C. Shang et al. (2021) This study makes a theoretical contribution by using privacy computing and privacy concern theory to build a conceptual model of the variables influencing students' openness to adopting online learning platforms. This model offers a fresh perspective and theoretical grounding for online learning platforms to attract more users and increase user stickiness by beginning with the privacy cognitive and analyzing the impact of learners' privacy concerns, trust, perceived risks, and perceived benefits on the willingness to adopt these platforms. The conceptual model was validated using empirical research and structural equation modeling in this study. According to the results, learners' motivation to embrace online learning platforms was strongly influenced by their views of benefits and trust, and adversely influenced by their perceptions of danger.
C. Sharma and R. Vaid (2021) The security of data was critical in WSNs. Data transfer via the allegedly unprotected wireless connection puts attackers at danger of unwanted access. Man-in-the-middle attacks may damage DH because of its lack of node authentication. In this work, the author used a DH-based approach to detect and block WSN Sybil assaults. The results reveal that when compared to the state-of-the-art techniques RPC, CAM-PVM, and MAP, the recommended algorithm DH-SAM obtains a better detection rate. According to the research and simulation results, DH-SAM has lower AE2E latency and higher throughput than ECC.

2.2 Survey on black hole attack
D. Cui et al. (2022) The LINDDUN threat modeling framework was used in this research to show privacy threats related with DCTP. The privacy issues that have been discovered were then coupled with viable countermeasures. While these authors’ previous studies looked at DCT at the application layer, this one looks at it at the protocol layer. This page has been updated with new material, such as the categories of privacy issues raised by the EU’s GDPR and EPR, protocol classification criteria, a DFD mapping, and mitigating techniques.

D. J. Richter and R. A. Calix (2022) This paper presents a way for using DDQN agents to regulate the attitude of fixed-wing aircraft. Using the QPlane toolbox, experiments were run in JSBSim. After being trained in one environment (JSBSim), the agent was put through its paces in two other, completely different settings (X-Plane-11 and JSBSim) that it had never encountered before. This demonstrates that DDQN may get desirable outcomes even in very complicated settings, provided that the trials were properly designed.

D. Rastogi et al. (2023) to overcome the drawbacks of standard Q-learning, this study introduces IQ-CRL, a revolutionary approach that incorporates artificial neural networks (ANNs) into the learning process. The proposed IQ-CRL method was used to operate a mobile robot, and the results were compared to those achieved using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller and classical Q-learning. The IQ-CRL approach was designed for scalability and adaptation in big continuous systems with changing surroundings and impediments. IQCRL’s value was shown by point-to-point navigation with obstacle avoidance.

D. Zala et al. (2021) In this research, the writer proposes a theoretical technique for protecting against blackhole assaults in UWSN by making use of the coordinator node. Now, let's take a look at the limitations this method imposes. There were many options available: Repeatedly broadcasting an Authentication Packet over a large cluster of nodes may deplete battery life, which was an issue for submerged nodes. This time, the issue was a failed connection or a crashed legitimate node. Because the author haven't heard back from the node, there's a risk that the algorithm has mistakenly labeled a valid node as a blackhole.

E. D. Benedetto and A. Cucchi (2022) there were several limitations to this research. To begin, the nature of search engines imposes limits. Because Google Scholar does not have its own API, the author utilized the Publish or Perish tool to query it; this yielded a maximum of 980 results per query. Scopus has the equivalent of 200 searches.

G. Kaur et al. (2022) VANETs must be preserved since they play such an important role in keeping cars and pedestrians safe. VANET was subject to numerous types of attacks. Malicious nodes disturbing the network may make it more difficult to send trustworthy data to nodes. By acquiring and analyzing data from adjacent nodes, the author offer a technique for identifying gray hole attacks in a VANET environment. Several metrics were monitored before and after the bogus node was found and removed, including PDR and throughput. These findings show that the proposed strategy for avoiding gray holes improves PDR by almost 60% and throughput by 45%.

2.3 Survey on gray hole attack
H. Hamann and A. Reina (2022) The author provide a new general paradigm for exploring the scalability of parallel systems composed of many individual components (for example, a supercomputer composed of individual central processing units or an artificial swarm composed of individual robots). They account for non-contention-limited systems, declining returns, and ideal parallel processing in their approach. The authors' model relied on a detailed description of the state changes occurring inside the individual building blocks of the system at the microscopic level. As they interact with one another, the units cycle through three
distinct phases. To represent the typical actions of a single unit, the model may be described as a probabilistic state machine (Microscopic Model).

I. R and A. R. K. P (2021) these authors research proposes a Secured OLSR protocol for identifying and avoiding gray-hole attacks on VANET. Overhead was also reduced, and timing parameters from the original OLSR protocol were optimized. The recommended approach may identify the attacker within 30-50 seconds of starting the experiment.

J. Ryu and S. Kim (2023) the author introduced a unique kind of opportunistic routing in this study as a method of improving on the existing form of MANET routing, which was vulnerable to assaults from malicious nodes. The author calculates the node's reputation based on its forwarding performance and uses it to restrict the pool of prospective forwarding nodes. Effective routing was therefore conceivable on MANETs when hostile nodes were vulnerable to blackhole and grayhole attacks. Since Q-learning is a kind of reinforcement learning, the suggested method is particularly well-suited to a dynamic MANET situation. Several experimental metrics, including packet loss ratio, average end-to-end delay, and energy consumption, showed that the proposed method outperformed both traditional Q-routing and state-of-the-art routing protocols like BTOR, SAQ, and QMCR in networks containing malicious nodes.

K. A. Awan et al. (2023) these authors research ensemble learning approach may detect rogue nodes in an IoT ecosystem by using knowledge, reputation, and experience as trust management components. To identify whether or not a node was hostile, the proposed technique uses an ANN as a fundamental model. The Keras tuner will be used to discover the optimal values for the ANN's hyperparameters, which include the number of hidden layers, the size of each layer's neurons, the activation function, the learning rate, and the optimizer. The suggested architecture has three major components: a data collection component, a trust management component, and a decision-making component.

2.4 Survey on MANET Attack

K. Bala et al. (2023) these authors research applies a fuzzy logic method inside the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) to detect gray hole attacks in MANET. As a result, the author were able to identify the network's bad actors by following down instances of packet loss and failure. Fuzzy logic was used to detect potentially dangerous nodes and repair them before they impair network traffic. As a consequence, the rogue node may be repaired or ignored, and network connection and data transfer can resume normally.

L. Darwish et al. (2023) when malicious nodes were let into a network, security was compromised, and network performance and reliability decrease. This article proposes a strategy for detecting the existence of malicious nodes in sensor networks. This technique compares performance metrics when a malicious node was present against when it was not. The findings of the empirical inquiry show that there was a difference in network characteristics with and without the malicious node. Knowing if a malicious node exists in a sensor network was critical for safeguarding the network.

L. E. Buck and B. Bodenheimer (2021) When it comes to data availability and privacy, users' allocation and maintenance of personal space in immersive virtual worlds increases both. This talk seeks to increase awareness of these issues and to initiate a discussion on how academics and the VR community may put this knowledge to good use.

M. Bashir et al. (2023) the author provide a machine learning strategy based on the SVM-GA classifier for predicting network nodes and MANET attacks while taking node properties into account. It can prepare ahead for route invasions by discriminating between benign and harmful nodes.

M. D. Chawhan et al. (2023) Because of their theoretical invulnerability in actuality, updated encryption algorithms were unequalled in terms of speed and security. The Modified Encryption Algorithm takes longer to encrypt data but less time to decode than AES, 3DES, and RSA. This metric, according to previous research, demonstrates that these authors encryption was both faster and more secure.

M. D. Chawhan et al. (2022) these authors research examines the MANET, the AODV routing protocol, and the attack in detail in order to block the Grayhole attack and protect the network. In the proposed approach, twenty-five mobile nodes, including two malicious nodes and two intrusion detection system nodes, were combined into a network established using the AODV routing protocol. IDS nodes serve as the foundation
of a detection and prevention system. The simulation results demonstrate that the desired increases in key performance metrics, such as packet delivery ratio (PDR) and throughput (67.8 Mbps), were realized.

M. Knaj et al. (2023) When MANETs are attacked by wormholes, their Throughput and Packet Delivery Ratio both suffer. This causes an overall average delay to grow. All performance indicators decline as the number of attacking nodes and the rate of network nodes rise. Hop count analysis might help MANETs that were attacked through wormholes. Both the network performance and the packet delivery ratio are excellent. The value of Average End-to-End Delay rises due to the Hop Count Analysis Method, although it may be lowered with the use of additional secret tunnels and faster node movement.

M. M. Gaber and M. A. Azer (2022) Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) were infrastructure-free, decentralized networks. Because of their unique nature, they were vulnerable to a broad range of attacks, especially at the network level. The author investigate how the Blackhole assault impacts AODV-based MANETs in this study. Author compares AODV routing protocol without Blackhole assault to AODV routing protocol with Blackhole assault and finds it has negative effect on single and multiple connections in random mobility. The following metrics were used to assess the network's performance: It was important to measure things like throughput, packet dropping ratio, routing cost, and packet delivery success rate.

2.5 Survey on Malicious Nodes

N. Panda and M. Supriya (2022) This article's experimental study paints a credible picture of how IPv6-based IoT networks react to a blackhole assault. There will be a drop in performance throughout the assault, as measured by PDR, average latency, control overhead, and total energy consumption. Nodes attacking from higher positions in the network will suffer more severe routing failure and data loss if the subnet was big. The negative impacts of such an attack on a network’s overall performance only worsen as its size grows. The security flaws in the 6LoWPAN RPL protocol have various network-wide consequences. To boost resilience in the face of an adversary node, the OFs alternate between a fixed and a mobile network.

Q. Li (2022) Finally, a prediction link in the controller structure was necessary when employing a neural network for energy saving control due to the characteristics of too complex variables during operation. This was done to guarantee that the central air-conditioning system of buildings can understand the characteristics of environmental changes in real time and adjust the parameters accordingly. In addition, a plan was presented for controlling VAV HVAC units. Fuzzy neural network based predictor with nonlinear parameter connections for electrical energy savings control purpose. This predictor may autonomously adapt the system's stability in response to variations in the degree of disturbance in the environment.

S. Haider (2020) Human error may be discovered, avoided, and managed by designing aircraft systems carefully. To assure a new aircraft's safety in the dynamic aviation environment, more consideration of the multiple failure scenarios that may develop over the course of its prolonged life cycle was required. It was possible to utilize systems in ways that were not intended. Because intended safety barriers may fail or lose efficiency throughout the course of a system's lifespan, designers must account for possible vulnerabilities that may jeopardize safety.

S. Ibrahimy et al. (2022) This study looked at the impact of Blackhole attacks and mobility on RPL-based networks. Multiple simulations were done to evaluate which routing parameters in a mobile network were most influenced by rogue nodes. The data analysis shows that the blackhole attack has a detrimental influence on network performance in a mobile scenario.

S. Kumar et al. (2022) Safe and secure travel in ITS relied heavily on the security of VANETs. Threats to the VANETs' availability, confidentiality, integrity, and privacy came from both within and outside the network. As many VANET processes are disrupted by Sybil attacks, they might be deadly. Sybil attacks may take three forms: identities, communication, and involvement. To identify these many forms of Sybil vulnerabilities, several approaches such as central authentication, cryptography-based, trust-based, resource testing, and localization-based have been suggested. However, none of them were successful in detecting all Sybil versions.
### Table 1: Comparison table for existing work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.U. Khan et al.</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Absence of security mechanism</td>
<td>The paper's design and analysis of critical network layer attacks, such as black-hole (BH), gray-hole (GH), and worm-hole (WH) assaults, provide the area of Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) security a substantial edge.</td>
<td>One major shortcoming of the article was the lack of a complete assessment of additional potential network layer assaults that might endanger the AODV protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Sharma and R. Vaid</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Elliptic curve Cryptography</td>
<td>The use of multipath routing using the AOMDV protocol improves network resilience and data availability even more. DH-SAM increases the robustness of the communication infrastructure in WSNs by offering numerous alternative pathways to transmit data packets to the destination.</td>
<td>The DH-SAM algorithm's dependence on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange for secure communication between sensor nodes was one possible shortcoming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. J. Richter and R. A. Calix</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Double Deep Q-Learning</td>
<td>The use of DRL in aircraft attitude control might lead to more efficient and adaptable flight control systems.</td>
<td>Aviation was a safety-critical area, and any use of DRL for flight control had to provide the greatest standards of safety and dependability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. A. Awan et al.</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>federated learning</td>
<td>FedTrust provides a less computationally demanding approach to trust management than previous cryptographic approaches.</td>
<td>The FedTrust approach's dependence on the availability and quality of the trust dataset was one possible weakness. Because trust management is primarily reliant on data, the FedTrust model's efficacy is strongly reliant on the quality and reliability of the data used for training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Panda and M. Supriya</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Low Power Lossy Networks</td>
<td>The assessment of blackhole assaults was carried out in both static and mobile contexts, resulting in a thorough knowledge of the attack's impacts under various network scenarios.</td>
<td>One major weakness of the report was its emphasis on blackhole attacks, which were just one of several potential security concerns in IoT networks. While the examination of blackhole attacks proved useful, the larger landscape of security concerns in LLNs should also be taken into account.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S. Radhika et al. (2023) In most circumstances, the efficiency of a WSN was degraded because a gray hole attacker node discards data packets indiscriminately. Using more traditional approaches, it was difficult to
discover gray hole attacker nodes in WSN. In order to strengthen data integrity and make gray hole attack detection easier, the author of this research proposes a hash signature technique. In this scenario, a hash signature approach was utilized to look for the gray hole attack on the network. The destination node received the transmission and validated the sensor node's signature. Whether or not the signature matches affected how the receiving node would react to the message. The packet's size and PCC are checked at the receiving node.

2.6 Survey on Q-Learning

S. -W. Lin and C. -C. Chu (2023) Distributed control in isolated MGs using a model-free data-driven Q-learning approach for autonomous voltage restoration under saturated input signals was presented.

Y. Elnadi et al. (2021) Because of the Internet of Things and other technological breakthroughs, the internal environmental parameters of a smart greenhouse may be monitored, managed, and controlled. A Networked Control System (NCS) enables for both on-site and off-site (remote) control, boosting the production and efficiency of the smart greenhouse. The author investigates a Greenhouse NCS made of Wi-Fi sensors and access points that can gather data on a variety of environmental stimuli. Switched Ethernet was used to provide sensor data to a controller, which then connects with wired actuators to carry out the controller's actuation decisions. The model also includes a number of security cameras that transmit data to the controller through the Internet.

Y. Wang and M. Tan (2023) This study delves into the potential drawbacks of blockchain technology to sybil attacks, examines the shortcomings of current security techniques against sybil attacks, and suggests a revised PBFT algorithm to counter them. By including the assessment findings with the voting weight in the PBFT algorithm, this technique increases the system's reliability and security by accurately identifying Sybil nodes. In order to assess and rank the nodes in the network, it makes use of the reputation evaluation method established by the Proof of Stake. Based on our experiments, we can conclude that the strategy is very effective, scalable, and resistant to Sybil attacks. As a result, this method might be a valuable tool for safeguarding distributed systems against Sybil attacks.

Z. Bai et al. (2022) This study proposes a revolutionary MQ-FPA for route planning that effectively overcomes the issue of Q-Learning's slow convergence rate. In the simulation results, the derived Q-value from the FPA was demonstrated to be a good starting point for the mobile robot's training. In the same context, the proposed MQ-FPA was 55.21% and 71.80% more efficient in terms of computation time than Q-Learning. Meanwhile, when compared to Q-Learning, these authors proposed MQ-FPA decreases the driving distance of the optimum route by about 6.21% and 6.96%, respectively.

Z. S. Li et al. (2022) Eliciting requirements now entails frequently evaluating user activities on social media networks. The authors analyzed posts from software-related message boards to learn more about consumers' privacy concerns and the evolution of these issues over time. The author collected this information from several software-related communities on Reddit. The authors' method of categorizing privacy-related postings and grouping them into nine major sections greatly facilitated our ability to locate the many debates pertaining to privacy. The author found that people's attitudes about privacy were influenced by stories.

3. Discussion

For MANETs targeted by hostile nodes, the Reputation-Based Opportunistic Routing Protocol (RORP) with Q-Learning improves network resilience and dependability. RORP uses reputation-based routing to let nodes to make educated judgments about which neighbors to trust for data forwarding, thereby isolating hostile nodes and preventing their disruptive behaviors. The addition of Q-Learning to the protocol provides flexibility and intelligence, enabling nodes to dynamically alter their routing choices depending on observable rewards and penalties. RORP can learn and optimize its routing algorithms over time thanks to this reinforcement learning mechanism, which improves the network's capacity to adapt to changing circumstances and adversarial assaults. However, the efficiency of RORP is dependent on the accuracy of reputation evaluations and the proper choice of Q-Learning parameters, which may pose difficulties in real-world deployments. Nonetheless, the protocol's ability to drastically reduce the effect of rogue nodes while also improving MANET overall performance makes it a viable route for safeguarding mobile ad hoc networks against dynamic threats.
4. Conclusion

Finally, the Reputation-Based Opportunistic Routing Protocol (RORP) with Q-Learning marks an important step forward in protecting MANETs against malicious node assaults. Its reputation-based approach and reinforcement learning mechanism enable the protocol to adapt and react to constantly changing network dynamics. As mobile ad-hoc networks continue to play an important role in a variety of applications, RORP provides a viable path toward developing more secure and reliable communication frameworks in the face of growing security issues. RORP has the potential to greatly improve the trustworthiness and efficiency of MANETs with continuous study and development, opening the door for more secure and robust communication in dynamic and difficult contexts. While RORP shows considerable potential, its actual implementation confronts difficulties such as accurate reputation assessments, balancing reputation updates, and optimizing Q-Learning settings. More study and testing are required to fine-tune the technique and evaluate its efficacy in a variety of real-world circumstances.
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